Clustering algorithms have been used to improve the speed and quality of placement. Traditionally, clustering focuses on the local connections between cells. In this paper, a new clustering algorithm that is based on the estimated lengths of circuit interconnects and the connectivity is proposed. In the proposed algorithm, first an a priori length estimation technique is used to estimate the lengths of nets. Then, the estimated lengths are used in a clustering framework to modify a clustering technique based on algebraic multigrid (AMG), that finds the cells with the highest connectivity. Finally, based on the results from the AMG-based process, clusters are made. In addition, a new physical unclustering technique is proposed. The results show a significant improvement, reductions of up to 40%, in wire length can be achieved when using the proposed technique with three academic placers on industry-based circuits. Moreover, the runtime is not significantly degraded and can even be improved.
Introduction
Clustering is usually employed during the large-scale place ment problems encountered in today's circuits, to speed up the placement process and improve the solution quality. The clustering algorithms used today are based on finding small groups of cells with high connectivity and putting each of them in a cluster. This scheme has proven effective, to a large extent, as there is a high correlation between the cells' connectivity and the lengths of the nets that connect them [1, 2] . Hence, by clustering cells that are close to one another, the lengths of the nets between them, and hence the total wire length will be reduced.
In this paper, a new perspective on how to cluster cells is proposed, where clustering decisions are made based on estimates of the lengths of nets connecting the cells. If a net is estimated to be short, then its cells are expected to be physically closer to each other, and the cells can be put in a cluster. The opposite is true for a net which has a high estimated length.
The proposed algorithm consists of three phases. In the first phase, a state-of-the-art length estimation technique is used to estimate the lengths of individual nets before placement.
Accurate length estimates are then used to direct the clustering decisions. These length estimates are used in the second phase to build a length-based proximity matrix. Then, it is proposed to use the proximity matrix in an AMG based clustering framework to find clusters of the circuit. The AMG-based clustering finds seed cells and assigns scores based on the whole proximity matrix, not only the local connections. Hence, it can be more effective in finding a more globally optimal clustering configuration.
In the third phase, clusters are formed, and an initial placement is performed on the new clustered circuit. The initial placement solution is then refined in the unclustering phase, where a new technique for unclustering is proposed.
The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
(i) using estimated lengths when deciding which cells should be clustered; (ii) designing and implementing a length-based AMG clustering algorithm; (iii) proposing and implementing an unclustering refine ment algorithm; (iv) improving the runtime of the placement process; (v) illustrating the effectiveness of multilevel length based AMG clustering.
VLSI Design
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a literature review of existing net length estimation methods, an introduction to AMG, and a background of clustering techniques are presented. In Section 3, the proposed lengthbased clustering algorithm is described in detail. The pro posed model efficacy is examined and validated by several experiments in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
Background
In this section, a literature review of the three main components of the algorithm are given. As these components are distinct subjects not all normally used in the context of VLSI placement, the literature review is divided into three distinct sections: length estimation (2.1), AMG (2.2), and finally, clustering algorithms (2.3).
Net Length Estimation
Techniques. Several a priori length estimation techniques, for example [3] [4] [5] [6] , have been pro posed that try to estimate the length of individual nets. Older techniques, such as [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , can only estimate the average length of a set of nets or the distributions of net lengths.
In [6] , a variable referred to as the intrinsic shortest path length (ISPL) is developed and used to estimate the individual net lengths. Although the estimation results obtained using this technique are exceptional, this approach is not very useful for modern mixed-size circuits since it only considers cells with unit area and nets with degree two.
Different properties of nets and cells are modeled by several variables in [3] . These variables are then used to make a third-order polynomial model for length estimation. The estimation results are well correlated for relatively small circuits that only include standard cells. However, none of these variables considers the effects of macro blocks on net lengths, and so the estimation results for mixed-size circuits are unreliable. In [5] , this technique is further studied using a quadratic polynomial. Three new variables are proposed to account for the effects of macro blocks. The estimation results for modern mixed-size circuits show around 10% improvement over those obtained using [3] .
Some applications of a priori net length estimation techniques are introduced in [4, 13, 14] . A variable called mutual contraction, is proposed and used for net length estimation, in [13, 14] . This variable is then used in placement. The estimated net lengths are utilized to quantify the quality of potential clusters. In [4] , another application of preplacement length estimation is proposed where the negative effects of clustering are corrected based on the estimation results.
Algebraic Multigrid.
A challenging and frequently encountered problem in various domains is to solve a large system of linear equations as in
where A is a large, sparse square matrix, x is a vector containing the unknown variables, and b is the known right-hand side vector. When A is very large, solving this system of equations directly becomes very expensive, in general. In the circuit placement domain, this equation arises from minimizing a quadratic length objective where the dimensions of A are on the order of millions. The algebraic multigrid (AMG) technique uses a multi level framework to approximately solve (1), hence reducing the computational cost. Several AMG algorithms have been developed [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Each one of these methods is suited for a specific type of problem where the matrix A has certain properties. General methods such as [15, 17, 20] have sufficient convergence conditions and can easily be adapted to more problems.
A typical AMG technique consists of three steps: coars ening, direct solution, and interpolation. Coarsening is used to decrease the size of the matrix A by keeping the essential elements of it and disregarding the nonessential elements. Once the matrix size has been adequately reduced, the second step starts. In this step, the reduced problem is solved exactly using a direct method. In the final step, interpolation, the solution obtained after the direct method step is projected back onto the sequence of larger systems of equations obtained during coarsening to achieve a final solution.
Another difference between the AMG framework and other direct methods is that in AMG, instead of solving for x directly, the difference or the error, e 0 , between the initial guess for x 0 and the actual value of x is driven to zero. This is accomplished by solving the residual equation A l e = r for level l, where r is the residual that is calculated as r l = b l − A l x l . A multilevel AMG scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 . In this figure, in each level of coarsening, a restriction matrix, W figure. In the interpolation stage, the error is propagated to the higher levels using the appropriate interpolation matrix. Finally, using the calculated error in the highest level, the solution approximation x 0 is updated: x 0 ← x 0 + e 0 . The relaxation steps shown in the figure refer to using a fast, iterative method to improve the solution at the current level.
Clustering Algorithms.
In different stages of VLSI physi cal design, clustering algorithms are used to reduce the sizes of circuits. Several clustering algorithms have been proposed to handle the modern large-size circuits, for example, [1, 2, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Most placement techniques, such as the ones that competed in the ISPD 2006 [27] placement contest, use clustering algorithms.
Clustering algorithms such as heavy-edge matching [22] , Edge Coarsening [28] , FirstChoice [26] , and PinEC [23] are similar in how they choose and form clusters. In these algorithms, a cell is chosen randomly to become the seed for a cluster. A seed refers to the first cell of a cluster. Once a seed has been chosen, a cell that measures the highest in connectivity with the seed is added to the cluster. These algorithms are easy to implement, and the runtimes for them are typically low. However, as no comparisons between potential clusters are performed, the quality of the results can be low.
In an effort to improve results, algorithms, such as edgeseparability [24] , fine-granularity clustering (FGC) [25] , best-choice clustering [1] , and Net Cluster [2] , first prepare a set of potential clusters and then either refine the potential clusters or only finalize potential clusters that have high scores.
In [29, 30] , a clustering algorithm for wire lengthdriven placement, called SafeChoice, is proposed where a condition is used to check if potential clusters will degrade the placement solution. If a cluster passes the check, it is referred to as a safe cluster, and the cluster is finalized.
In [31] , a linear-time AMG-based clustering technique is proposed. This AMG-based algorithm uses only the connectivity matrix of a circuit to form clusters.
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The Proposed Length Estimation-Based AMG Clustering
Algorithm. The main objective of the placement phase in the physical design of circuits is to reduce the total wire length of the circuit. Clustering algorithms are normally used during placement to improve the total wire length and runtime. However, clustering is performed based on circuit connectivity and not the wire length. In this paper, an algorithm that performs clustering based on estimated wire lengths is proposed. The novelty of the algorithm is in using the estimated lengths instead of connectivities in determining the best cells to be clustered. The algorithm has five main stages: preplacement length estimation, proximity matrix construction, AMG-based coarsening, cluster seed cell and score assignment, and final cluster formation, as summarized in Algorithm 1.
Preplacement Length Estimation.
In an estimation technique, first a set of model parameters needs to be calculated. In this work, the parameters used or developed in [5] are employed as these have been shown to be a comprehensive set of parameters that are well suited to the mixed-size circuits used today. These parameters include local net characteristics, such as the half perimeter of the cells of each net and global characteristics, such as the number of degree-two nets in the design.
Once the model parameters have been selected, an estimation technique should be used to fit the parameters into a model. The model parameters in [5] are used to fit a quadratic model. Any terms of the resulting model which have small coefficients, ineffective terms, are pruned from the model. The remaining terms, effective terms, are used to make the estimation model and calculate the length estimates.
It is worth noting that any other individual net length estimation technique could be used in this step. The model in [5] is selected as it includes several factors such as macro cells but is independent of the placer to be used allowing for broader application of this work.
To better illustrate the algorithm flow, a small example circuit is presented in Figure 2 . In this figure, the nets are annotated with the estimated lengths. The estimated lengths are found using a simplified version of the technique in [5] . Due to the small size of the example circuit, only the variables associated with the cell dimensions and net degree are used. These lengths will be used in the following sections to perform clustering using the proposed AMG-LE algorithm.
Proximity Matrix Construction.
To perform circuit clustering, the circuit's net list should be represented using a matrix. Normally, this matrix is the connectivity matrix of the circuit which shows the total number of weighted connections between two cells. In this paper, a new matrix,
called the proximity matrix, is designed which shows how close two cells are predicted to be. The proximity matrix is later used for the AMG-based clustering.
It is shown in [16] that for the best AMG performance the matrix A of (1), which in this case represents the net list, should be an M-matrix, that is, a symmetric, positive-definite matrix with positive diagonal and nonpositive offdiagonal elements. In the proposed AMG-based clustering technique, 8 40 20 a proximity matrix P 0 , which is an M-matrix, is constructed. The rows and columns of P 0 represent the cells of the circuit. 
AMG-Based Coarsening on the Proximity Matrix.
Once the proximity matrix P 0 has been constructed, the coarsening algorithm in [31] is used to reduce P 0 and construct P 1 and the associated restriction matrix W 1 0 . The coarsening can be loosely thought of as a heuristic for selecting a maximally independent subset of cells which are the most significant in
The significance of each cell is measured by the number is strongly connected to cell j if 0, otherwise,
where il(·) represents the inverse of the estimated length of a net and is defined as l where, p i, j is the (i, j) th element of P l , and C l is the number of cells in level l. The relationship between the parameter θ and
the amount coarsening performed is complex. If θ is close to l est (n k ) one, more aggressive coarsening will be performed. However, where l est (n k ) denotes the estimated length of a net obtained more aggressive coarsening can overly simplify the reduced from the model described in Section 3.1.1. The inverse of the estimate is used because nets whose estimated lengths are small have a high proximity and vice versa. Using the formulation in (2), any nonzero offdiagonal element of the proximity matrix is equal to the negative sum of the inverses of the estimated lengths of nets between i and j, and any diagonal element is equal to the sum of all the inverses of nets connected to i. This matrix is a positive-semidefinite M-matrix which is highly desirable for AMG. In addition, multiterminal nets and multiple connections between cells are handled by (2) .
As an example, the proximity matrix for the example circuit in Figure 2 is given in (4). For any two cells i and 0 j that are not connected, the p i, j entry is equal to zero. 0 For any two cells that are connected, the p i, j entry is equal to the negative sum of the inverse of estimated lengths of matrix and the associated reduced circuit. An interpretation of the strength of connection criteria in the context of the proposed proximity matrix is that if a cell is in several nets with small estimated length it is likely to be a part of the reduced circuit.
Seed Cell and Cluster Score Assignment.
After coarsen ing the proximity matrix, the cells that are selected to form the reduced circuit become seed cells used for clustering. The cells which are not selected to form the reduced circuit are considered to be clustered with the selected seed cells. This is the same technique used in [31] . In this technique, the entries of the AMG interpolation matrix (W l+1 ) T are used l to rank each seed cell that a non-selected cell connects to. A large entry in the interpolation matrix means the seed cell is representative of the non-selected cell in the reduced circuit. Figure 2 are cells 2, 5, and 7. Therefore, the interpolation matrix has three columns, one for each seed cell with the first column corresponding to cell 2, and so forth. The number of rows is nine, which is the total number of cells and row 1 corresponds to cell 1, and so forth. The interpolation matrix is shown in Figure 3 (a). Each seed cell interpolates from itself directly, so entries w 2,1 , w 5,2 and w 7, 3 are all one, where T w i, j is the (i, j)th element of (W 0 1 ) . The other non-zero entries represent the interpolation weight of non-selected cells to seed cells. As an example, cell 4 is connected to seed cells 2 and 5. The interpolation weights of cell 4 with seed cells 2 and 5 are given by entries w 4,1 = 7/12 and w 4,2 = 5/12, respectively. To better visualize the seed cell and cluster score assignment using the interpolation matrix, a pictorial T representation of (W 1 0 ) is presented in Figure 3(b) . In this figure, the seed cells are shown with a bold border. Each non selected cell has an interpolation weight to the seed cells that they connect to. These interpolation weights annotate arrows pointing from non-selected cells to seed cells in Figure 3(b) .
Final Cluster Formation.
The final step of the clustering algorithm is to cluster non-selected cells to the seed cell which they interpolate from most strongly. A cluster is finalized as long as the area of the cluster is not greater than five times the average standard cell area and its interpolation weight is more than 0.9. The cluster area is restricted to prevent the formation of macro-sized clusters which require special treatment in placement algorithms. The interpolation weight threshold is set high to ensure that only the best quality clusters are formed. Each cluster meeting the constraints is given a physical shape in the clustered circuit with a height equal to the maximum height of all of its cells and a width equal to the sum of the widths of its cells.
The final clusters for the example in Figure 2 are shown with dashed lines in Figure 4 . The clusters are formed by clustering each non-selected cell with the seed cell that it has the maximum interpolation weight with. Assuming each cluster has an area of less than or equal to five times the average standard cell area, the clusters are finalized.
The Proposed Length-Driven Unclustering Technique.
The description of a clustering algorithm alone is not enough to fully specify the implementation of a clustering algorithm used for placement. Just as important is the algorithm for unclustering, or determining the locations of cells within a cluster after the cluster's location has been determined. The description of this step is rarely mentioned in the literature of clustering algorithms.
In this work, a length-driven unclustering algorithm is proposed. The chief benefit of using the proposed technique is that a legal solution is preserved after unclustering. Global placement algorithms often produce legal solutions before performing detailed placement. A new unclustering technique which preserves the legality of the globally-placed solution improves the runtime in multilevel placement. With the legality restriction, the problem of unclustering reduces to ordering the cluster's cells. The proposed technique finds the ordering by solving a relaxed length-driven minimization and using the result to determine the ordering of the cells. In addition, the combination of preserving legality and restrict ing cluster areas means that the row in which the unclustered cells will be placed is also preserved. Consequently, the vertical components of the lengths can be ignored. This helps to reduce the disruption in the wire length before and after unclustering which is a significant problem for multilevel placement as discussed in [32] . The locations of cells, x Ci , in cluster C i are determined by minimizing the quadratic matrix length objective
where U is a weighted connectivity matrix between the cells of the cluster, that is, i, j ∈ C i , and is defined as
where |n k | is the degree of net n k , that is, the number of cells in n k . The vector t contains the weighted horizontal cell locations of cells outside of the cluster that each clustered cell connects to, that is, i ∈ C i and j / ∈ C i defined as
where x j is the location of the cell or the cluster that a cell belongs to. The scalar v represents the length of all the nets not involving the cells in C i and can be ignored. After minimizing (6), the cells are inserted into the area occupied by the cluster in the order of their locations in x Ci . An illustration of the length-driven unclustering is given in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 (a), a clustered placement is given. The highlighted cluster is the focus of the example and contains three cells (not shown in Figure 5 (a)). The cluster is connected to three other cells via degree-two nets, shown by dashed lines in the illustration. The cells contained in the cluster are shown in shades of grey in Figure 5 (b). The three external connections as well as the two internal connections are used to determine the non-zero values in the matrix U. In this example all of the values for |n k | are equal to 2, the degree of each net. The locations of the cells not in the cluster, shown in white, are used in forming the vector t. The locations of the cluster's cells in Figure 5 (b) are determined by minimizing (6) . These locations are used to determine the order of the cells inside of the cluster's area to complete the unclustering, illustrated in Figure 5 (c). Because the unclustered cells remain inside of the cluster's area, the placement remains legal. This technique does not take advantage of the locations of already unclustered cells as it iterates through the clusters. However, this also means that the technique is not sensitive to the order in which the clusters are visited. Furthermore, because the clusters are restricted to have an area of less than five times the average standard cell area, the additional benefit of using the locations of already unclustered cells and a good ordering of the clusters is expected to be small.
Experimental Results
Several experiments have been carried out to verify the efficacy of the proposed clustering algorithm. These experi ments are performed using the ICCAD04 benchmark circuits [33] released by IBM. The detailed statistics of these circuits are given in Table 1 . In columns 2 and 3 of this table the number of nets and cells in each circuit are given, respectively. In columns 4 and 5, the maximum net degree, |n max |, and maximum cell degree, |c max |, are given. To better show the scalability of the proposed clustering algorithm, the same experiments are also performed with the ISPD05 benchmark suite [34] . The statistics of these benchmark circuits are presented in Table 2 . The benchmark circuit bigblue4 is not included in the experiments due to the memory limitations of the testing platform.
Multilevel Clustering Results Using the Proposed AMG-LE
Technique. To evaluate the proposed clustering algorithm, its effectiveness in the context of multilevel circuit placement using multiple placers is illustrated. The experiments are performed using three high-quality academic placers: Capo 10.5 [35] , Fastplace 3.0 [36] , and mPL6 [37] . Fastplace and mPL are analytical placers and have clustering algorithms embedded inside their placement algorithms. To better eval uate the performance of the proposed technique, the internal clustering of these placers are disabled in the clustering experiments. If the internal clustering is enabled, the results will have noise and it will not be clear if the proposed clustering technique or the internal clustering is the cause of any benefits. Comparisons of the proposed technique with existing clustering techniques, including the technique used internally by Fastplace 3.0 and mPL6, are presented in Section 4.3. Capo is a partitioning-based placer and does not use internal clustering. Capo is, however, non-deterministic so the average of ten runs of each experiment are reported when results for Capo are given. The experiments are performed on a 64-bit dual core AMD opteron system running Linux with 8 GB of RAM. In addition, the parameter θ in (5) is set to 0.1 in the experiments.
Wire length and runtime results of the experiment are presented in Table 3 (a) and 3(b), respectively. In both tables, Column 1 identifies the circuit that is placed. Columns 2-4, 5-7, and 8-10 show the results for Capo, Fastplace, and mPL, respectively. Each placer is used in three modes: baseline without clustering, one-level AMG-LE clustering with length-driven unclustering, and two-level AMG-LE clustering with length-driven unclustering. The columns showing one-and two-level AMG-LE are given in terms of the percentage improvement over the baseline. In this repre sentation, positive percentages represent improvements.
The results in Table 3 (a) show that AMG-LE is effective at improving wire length on average for all placers using one or two levels of clustering. A maximum improvement of 38.1% is achieved using one-level AMG-LE and Fastplace. Using one-level AMG-LE, every circuit for Capo, 16 circuits for Fastplace, and 10 circuits for mPL have improved wire length when compared to the baseline. When two-level AMG-LE is used, every circuit for Capo and Fastplace, and 12 circuits for mPL are improved.
The runtime results show that using the one-level scheme for mPL and the two-level scheme for all placers double the total runtime. For a placer, such as Fastplace, the increase in runtime may be more acceptable because it requires much less time than other placers. However, the increase for Capo and particularly for mPL are less acceptable. It should be noted that mPL does not offer an option to perform only detailed placement requiring full global and detailed placement to be performed between each level, which accounts for the significant increases compared to the other two placers. The experiment performed in the following section will illustrate how to improve the runtime results while maintaining, and even improving, the wire length results.
An interesting result arising from the experiment is that the placements resulting from using the AMG-LE framework 8 VLSI Design are more correlated with the length estimates than the baseline placements. The correlation improvement is small, with a maximum improvement of 6% for Capo using twolevel AMG-LE, but does suggest that the estimates are directing the placement. In order to assess the scalability of the proposed clus tering and unclustering algorithms, the same experiments are performed on the ISPD05 circuits. These circuits are bigger than the ICCAD04 benchmarks and have significantly larger maximum net degree. The results are tabulated in Table 4 . The version of Capo used in the experiment could not place the adaptec4 benchmark on the test platform so its entries in Table 4 are not included. In general, the results resemble those of Table 3 with Capo and Fastplace obtaining significant wire length improvement for both one and two-level AMG-LE. Meanwhile, only a negligible average improvement is achieved by mPL. The runtime increases for all placers with mPL having the largest increase in runtime, which is not surprising given that mPL must perform global placement in addition to detailed placement at each level. Capo has a more modest increase in runtime compared to the other two placers, on average. In this case, the placements for mPL are nearly identical whether one or two levels of AMG-LE clustering are performed. This means that the effects of the second level of clustering are almost entirely removed by performing global placement on the unclustered circuit.
Length-Driven Unclustering as a Detailed
Placer. In this section, the same multilevel experiments are performed with the difference of not performing any placement apart from placing the bottommost clustered circuit. The circuit is placed at the bottom level using the global and detailed place ment functions of each placer (if the two are distinguished). As a result, the placement at the bottom level is legal, that is, free from overlaps. To improve upon the runtime results given in the previous section, it is proposed to only use the length-driven unclustering technique as the only refinement between levels. The placement will preserve its legality using the technique mentioned in Section 3.2. The results of this experiment are given in Table 5 .
The format of the Tables 5(a) and 5(b) is the same as Table 3 . It can be seen that all placers' wire lengths are improved on average using either one-or two-level AMG-LE. The best wire length improvement is again for Fastplace with one-level AMG-LE on ibm06 with a 35.8% improvement. Using one-level AMG-LE 16, 15, and 14 circuits improve for Capo, Fastplace, and mPL, respectively. Improvement is observed in 14, 16, and 15 circuits for Capo, Fastplace, and mPL, respectively, when using two-level AMG-LE. When compared to the results in Section 4.1, the average wire length for Capo and Fastplace degrades while mPL significantly improves. This improvement is because mPL has no option to perform just detailed placement. It performs global and detailed placement using the clustered placement as the starting point. During this process, the clusters become dispersed. Therefore, when the proposed lengthdriven unclustering is used as a detailed placer, the benefits of clustering and length-driven unclustering are preserved. The runtime results show significant improvements over the results in Section 4.1. When compared to the baseline, Capo is not significantly changed while Fastplace is degraded by 19% and 66% for one-and two-level AMG-LE. The increases in runtime for Fastplace may be tolerated because of its comparatively low runtimes. However, mPL runtimes are improved significantly with more improvement seen with two-level AMG-LE, nearly cutting the average runtime by half.
In order to assess the scalability of the proposed lengthdriven unclustering as a detailed placer, the same experi ments are performed on the ISPD05 circuits. The results are tabulated in Table 6 . The results follow similar trends as those of Table 5 . All placers achieve wire length improvements and significantly improved running times compared to the results of Table 4 which are obtained by using each placers' detailed placement algorithm in between clustering levels. In this case, Capo achieves an overall runtime improvement compared to the baseline with 3.6% and 2.4% average improvements in wire length when performing one and two levels of AMG-LE clustering, respectively. mPL achieves sub stantial improvements in wire length with modest increases in average running time. Finally, for Fastplace, significant average wire length improvements are observed for both one and two levels of AMG-LE clustering, while the runtime has degraded which is acceptable considering the relatively low runtimes of Fastplace.
In the end, the circuit designers can decide which of the placement flows presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 is preferred for their application. Both improve wire length but to varying degrees depending on the choice of placer. When using a placer like Capo or Fastplace, the best wire length is obtained by an increase in runtime, while mPL achieves the best results with the fast detailed placement flow. If runtime is the most urgent concern, the proposed scheme of using length-driven unclustering as a detailed placer is the best option. 
Comparison to Existing Clustering Algorithms.
The pro posed AMG-LE clustering algorithm with length-driven unclustering is compared to other existing clustering algo rithms in this section. Each technique is evaluated in terms of after placement wire length and total runtime using the mPL6 placer [37] . The clustering algorithms compared to are heavy-edge matching (HEM) [22] , best-choice (BC) [1] , and the AMG clustering (AMGC) algorithm in [31] . It is worth mentioning that best-choice is the clustering algorithm used internally by Fastplace 3.0 and mPL6. Placement is first performed without any clustering to establish a baselline. Then, each of the algorithms is used to produce a clustered circuit which is placed by mPL. The clustered placement is then unclustered and detailed placement is performed by mPL or by using length-driven unclustering as a detailed placer. Results of the experiment are given in Table 7 .
The percentage improvement for AMG-LE in a regular clustered placement flow, as described in Section 4.1, is given under the subheading Regular. The column labeled Fast Detailed refers to the results using only length-driven unclustering as a detailed placer, described in Section 4.2. In terms of wire length, the regular AMG-LE scheme is competitive with the existing algorithms performing better in some circuits and worse in others. On the other hand, the runtime for regular AMG-LE degrades more than the other clustering techniques. This is because the runtime includes the time to perform pre-placement length estimation and the algorithm is implemented in the MATLAB environment Therefore, the runtime can be way more competitive if the procedure is implemented in a more efficient way. However, the fast detailed variant of AMG-LE is a clear winner in terms of average wire length and runtime improvement.
Conclusions
This paper presents a new clustering technique by utilizing length estimates in an algebraic multigrid-based clustering technique. In addition, a physical unclustering technique is proposed with the benefits of reducing wire length and preserving legality. Because of its legality-preserving nature, the technique eliminates the need to use detailed placement between levels in the framework. These techniques are shown to be effective in reducing wire length and can also be used to benefit runtime.
